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Toha Hamim
Moenawar Chalil: The Career and Thought
of an Indonesian Muslim Reformist
Abstraksi: Tetaah tmtang gerakan pernbaharuan Islarn di Indonesia pada
urnulnnya kurang rnernberi perhatian yang sunguhsungguh kepada tokob
yang bergiar di luar penas politik- Pelbagai karTa ilrniah, baik di ringkat
nasional rnaupun internasional, seolah-olah tidak rneltangkan tempat ke-
pada tokoh-nkoh itu, meskipun pikiran mereka telah mengilharni tirnbul-
nya plbagai gerakan baru dalarn Islarn Indonesia^ Hal ini terjadi bukan
karen a tokoh-tokoh itu tidak dikenal publib teupi lebih kzren a kajian rn en 8e-
nai pembaharuan Islarn seringkali ditulis dan dianalisis dzlam lingkup
keran gkz sosial -historisnya, sarnbil mmgabaiknn sisi doktrin al pern baharu
an. Akibatnya, kzrya-knrya ilrnizh telah melupaknn unsur utama dzripem'
baharuan, yaitu uauasan intelektual terhadap ajaran agama.
Salah satu tokoh pnbahmu Islarn yan gntmjadi korban dari kecm derun g-
an kajian serndcdrn itu adzlah K.H. Moenauar Chalil, seordng petltbaharu
dari Persatuan Islarn (Persis) ydng secdra kultural berlatar belakzng NU.
Secara utltt'on bisa dikaakzn, kaiian tentang gerakan petnbaharuan di In'
donesia tidak rnencanturnkan narnanyd sebagai tokob pentbaharu. Bahkan
Del i^ar No er, yan g men ulis sisi po litik keban gkiun gerakan tn odern is M us-
lirn, tidak rnenyingung narnd, Moenauar Chalil sebagai pelopor gerakzn
baru Islam. Beberapa sarjana lain juga melupakzn iasanya karena konsen-
trasi rnereka bepada sisi antropologis dan aspk-aspek sosial-politik pernbaha
ruan. Karya Mixuo Nakarnura tenang Mu.ltarnmadiyah di Kowgede, Yogta'
kzru, rnisalnya, merupakan salah satu contoh yangrnmggarnbarkan bagat'
rnan a Mun auar Chalil kuran g rn en dapat perhatian yan g semestinya dal arn
sej arah punikiran hl am.
Dalarn pandangan banyak orangMoenausar Chalil lebih dikenal sebagai
pemikir Muslbn yang memiliki rninat besar terhadap usalta rnernbangun
tradisi kesarjanaan Islam. Terlahir sebagai santri dengan laur belah'ang
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klam tradisional, berkenalan dengan ide-ide modernisme Muhammdd 'Ab-
duh dnn berpengalaman hi"dup di lingkungan komuniras Wahabi di Arabia,
chalil adalah penulis yang produktif tenang masalah+nasalah keislaman.
Men ilai cbalil sebagai tokoh yang sarna sekzli tidak terlibat dalarn guakan
politik adalah keliru. Pada usiayang sdngdt muda, sekiur 17 altun, Chatit
sudah terlibat dalam gerakan nasionalis Sarekat Islarn (sl) di Soto. Sebagai
akibat sikapnya yang rnilian dalam sI, chalil sringkali berhadapan de-
ngan pihak kearnanan klanda Bahkzn, pada umur 19 ahun, karena ter-
bukti ter[ibat dalam gerakan protes yang dilakukzn sayap militan sl, ia dirm -
canakan Belanda untuk dibuzng kt Bopen Dgul. Hanya karena desakan
ayahnya, seorang kTai berpengaruh di Kmdal, kepala Residen Belanda di
sernarang Chalil tidak jadi dibuangdan akhirnyammeruskan studinya di
Arabia. Aktifiasnya dalant politik rnasib berknjut sepukngnya dari Arabia-
Pada ahun 1930, ia menjadi anggoa Majelis Tarlih Muharnrnadiyah pusat
dan Sekreuris lanah Abli-ahli Hadits Indonesia(1941), dan akhirnya,pada
1 9 5 1' ch a I i I dipi I ib sebagai an ggou M aj e lis Syura Masy wn i P usat. p erj alan -
an politiknya berpuncak ketika ia diangkat sebagai Ketua Majelis (Ilama
Pusar Persu diJakzrn sepanjangmasa jabaan terakhirnya inilah ia meng-
basilkan karTa-karya rulis dalarn masalalt-rnasalah sosial,politik dan kzaga
tndan.
Ada dua hal yang secard. tcgds mmggambarkan perjalanan intelektual
Moen auar Cbalil, yakn i, komitrnennya terhadap pnbaharuan pernikiran
dgartd. dan apresiasinyayangtinggi terhadap b*bagai corak intelektual Is-
larn rnodern. sebagai seorang Ftnbaharu, chalil dikenal sebagai seordng
tokoh puritan yang rnenentang pandangan-pandangan keagimazn tra-
disional.
Pada tin gkat in ilah bisa dijel askan, rnen gapa Moen dluar chalil rnen aruh
perhatian besar terhadap persoalan hubun gan anara hlarn dan keban gsaan.
Pada uaktu wjadi polerrtik tenungmasalah ini anura tokoh-tokoh nasio.
n alis sekuler den gan Masyurni padz awal kemerfukzan, chalil rnmcoba rnem -
ban gun jalan tengah, ba"ltaa negara hlam ifual harus dipaharni *bagai negma
yan g rnernberi ternpat bagi fujalannya ajaran-ajaran klam unpa hambiun.
P an dan gan po I iti k- keagam aan in i men gi I harni ban yak to ko h Masywn i un -
yft teup beradd dalam sisten kenegaraan, daipada menempuh jalan pan-
bero n akan seperti D I /TIL
. .P ern ikiran pern babaruan Moen auar Chalil rnm goreskan titik pen tin g
dalan sejarah pemihiran klarn di Indonesia" Kegigihannya dalam rnernper-
juzn ghzn dasar-dasar rnodernisme klam dan usahanya memban gkitkan etos
hesarjazn Muslim telah rnernberi sumbangan yangti"dak kzciltnhadap daya
uhan urnat Islarn dalarn mmghadapi benturan modernitas.
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Introduction
A ttempts at reform in Islam have tended to be based on the
A firm belief that the problems facingMuslims are due to a misJ- \understanding of Islamic doctrine and society's refusal ro con-
form to the true Qur'inic principles and Prophetic traditions (Sunnah).
The call for a return to the Qur'ln and Sunnah is therefore para-
mount to the doctrine of reformists. Thev have always claimed the
right to interpret the Qur'ln and Sunnah in the way that Muhammad
and the salaf (the Prophet Muhammad's companious) did in order to
free themselves from the authority of the jurists. They viewed the
period of the Prophet and the salaf asthe Islamic erapar exellence and
held it up as the ideal pattern. Although modern reformism came
into existence as a response to the challenge of the increasing Vest-
ern impact on the Islamic world, the way in which this reformism
expressed it self was, to a large extent, conditioned by tradition. Is-
sues that had been debated since classical times, from the role of the
Qur'Xn and Sunnah to the srarus of ijtihAd, ittibi', bid'ah and uqltd,
were the focus of modern reformism, forming its heritage and pro-
viding the raw material for fierce debates.
The efforts of the reformists were certainly not coordinated, but they
had a unity of inspiration and direction guided as they were by the
common goal of returning hlam ro its purity and combating heresies
and accretions. This is not to deny that shifu constantly occurred through-
out the historyof reform in linewith contemporarycircumstances. Look-
ing at reformism in 19th and early 20th c.nturi.r, for example, a change
of emphasis is perceivable from the pan-Islamic political activism of al-
AfghAni, through 'Abduh's liberal vision of social and educational re-
form to Ridl's more exclusivist Sunnism and close study of scripture.
However their reformism never strayed far from classical concerns, and
this marked the nature of their religious reform.
The duty of reforming hlam drew it's inspiration from a hadith,
in which the Prophet is quoted as having said that "God will raise at
the head of each century such people for this ummah, as will revive
Qujandidt) its religion for it."1 This was ro suggesr that no century of
the Muslim era would remain devoid of one who would rise in the
face of ignorance, endeavor ro purge Islam of all impurities and re-
store the faith to its original form and spirit. In the hadfth menrioned
above, the verb yujaddidu contains the concept ofgiving a new form
of live to an old changeless substance, life which is embodied in the
eternal message of the Qur'An and in the practice of the Prophet and
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the salaf. As such, the word widid (the abstract noun of the verb
yuja"ddidu), which has been adopted as one of the fundamental doc-
iri.r.r of hlamic reformism, conveys the concept of purification, since
the essential mission of reform is to achieve a pure brand of Islam and
to reformulate permanently valid and immutable dogma.
The concepiof reform in contemporary Islam is closely connected
with the idea of modernism, since one of the messages that reformists
advanced was the repudiation of arrthorities which could not stand
the test of reason. Reformists regarded a particular ruling of the
shari'ah as being valid for the time in which it was formulated. It was
due to historical, social and political conditions that particular rulings of
the sharf ah had been introduced. For the reformists, these rulinp would
be subject to rational inquiry which had become an integral element in
the slatem of modern thinking. Thus a reformist was at the same time a
modernist, since he viewed Islam as being entirely compatible with
modern rational inquiryand, what ismore, the embodiment of modern
ideas and values in their highest form. Moreover, the reformist was
simultaneously a puritan, as has been previously explained, since within
his precept there lay the doctrine of purging Islam of extraneous ele-
ments added over time. It is in the context of this meaning of reform,
which combines a call for purification with an insistence on Islam's
compatibility with new realities, that Moenawar Chalil's reformist
thought will be discussed here. On the basis of the foregoing defini-
tions, the terms reformist, modernist and puritan will be employed
interchangeably to characterize Chalil's thought. This is in spite of
the fact that one term may be used more extensively than the others,
depending on the emphasis given to individual subjects.
In reviewing the careers of Indonesian reformists who advocated
the idea of a return to an unspoiled Islam, the name of Moenawar
Chalil should come readilyto mind. Chalil seemsto have been among
the first to write on the topic of a return to the Qur'ln and Sunnah as
attested by the title of a book that he wrote in 7956.2 As a reformist,
the general pattern of his thought was the encouragement of reli-
gious purification, which was geared towards the rebuilding of a good
and moral society. He saw the relaxation of religious observances
and divergence from orthodoxy as grave threats to Muslim society
and b.elieved that the remedying of these ills was not possible unless
a deeper reform of religious life was undertaken. His approach was
similar to that of other reformists, appealing to the supreme author-
ity of the Qur'in, to the example of Muhammad and to the wav the
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Islamic community was organized in his time. By taking early h-
lamic history as his pattern of reform, Chalil found inspiration in the
Prophet'sflhhd,which implied active effort to reestablish the purity
of religious teachings.
In line with this way of thinking, Chalil saw it as his duty to
attack the religious practices of those whom both he and his reform-
ist counterparts called the traditionalists, whom he identified as those
who did not share his understanding of the teachings of Islam. By
definition, these traditionalists were the followers of the Nahdlatul
Ulama (I.{Q and the Persatuan Tarbiyah Islamiyah, better known
respectively as the NU and the Perti. Thus he was inspired to criti-
cize their practice of taqlid, their adherence to the madhhab (schools
of Islamic law), the "inauthenticity" of their fiqh texts and their obser-
vance of popular religious celebrations. Similarly, he demanded the free-
dom of ijtih Ad (indep endent reasoning) an d the implementa rion of. ixiba'
(critical following) in order to maintain legal independence from the
authority of others. He held that hlam could only be a religion for all
people at all times, if a creative interpretation of its primary sources, the
Qur'An and sunnah, was conducted by means of ijtibid.
Considering that he preached a call for religious reform, Chalil's
reformist thought will be studied from a doctrinal point of view. The
term doctrine either refers to the principles as sripulared in the Qur'ln
and hadith or to the long-established legal opinions of the earlyschol-
ars, some of whom were reformists themselves. In so doing, his re-
form will be revealed in its historical context and be rreared as part of
a general trend towards religious reform that rested on a single doc-
trinal basis. Consideration of Chalil's dependence on early reformist
thought will, thus, be an object of investigation, in that it will reveal
the pattern of the reformist doctrine that guided him in his "re-stare-
ment of Islamic teachings' The intellectual dialogue berween Chalil
and the traditionalists, which was a fearure of every stage of his ca-
reer, will be studied in rerms of the argumenrs that each side put
forward. Such an examination is not intended to decide which of the
two parties won the contest, but rather to bring out the doctrinal
issues raised in the dialogue.
Chalil's reformist thought deserves scholarly investigation. Such
an inquiry is indispensable, since the reform movemenr in Indonesia,
as indeed in other places, received their religious inspiration from
their leading thinkers. Studying his thought is even more imporranr,
since his dual position as the head of the Majelis Ulama (Council of
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the 'Ulaml') of the Persatuan Islam, better known as the Persis, and
as a member of the Majelis Tarjih Pusat (the Central Board of Fatwi)
of the Muhammadiyah will offer a broader insight into the interpre-
tations of reformist doctrines in Indonesia. To date, no scholarly at-
tention has been paid to the doctrinal aspects of reform as defined
above. Rather, the study of the reform movement in Indonesia has
tended to analyze it in light of its socio-historical framework, while
ignoring the doctrinal dimension. As a result, scholars have neglected
a central element of reform i.e. its firm grounding in religious doc-
trine, thus any effort to place it in a socio-historical framework while
disregarding the doctrinal dimensions is misleading. This can be seen
in the fact that they have usually raised the issue of reform in the
course of discussing the history of political or social organizations,
such as the Muhammad, the Persis and the al-Irsyad.
Moenawar Chdil and Scholarly Study of Islamic Reform in Indonesia
No serious study of Moenawar Chalil has been attempted so far,
despite the fact that his works seem very promising for an inquiry
into Indonesia Islam from the perspective of reformist thought. An
undergraduate thesis was written by Muhammad Syafi'i on Chalil's
theological views for the Institut Agama Islam Negeri, the IAIN (the
State Institute of Islamic Studies). Walisongo, Semarang, in 1989.
This thesis was intended to contribute an introduction to Chalil as a
writer on Islamic themes. Syafi'i, however, pays more attention to
the historical development of Islamic theology, presenting Chalil's
theologicalviews in only a sketchy manner.l
Chalil also receives little attention from scholars who have de-
voted their work to the field of reform. It is only in Howard M.
Federspiel's work on the Persatuan Islam, the organization with which
Chalil was associated ideologically, that some attention is given to
his participation in the organization.a No serious attempt is made by
other scholars to discuss Chalil and his views or to place him among
those reformists with whom he shared all his talents and knowledge.
Even Deliar Noer, who wrote a Ph.D. dissertation in 1963 entitled
"The Rise and Development of the Modernist Muslim Movement
during the Dutch Colonial Period, 7900-1942," fails to mention
ChaliFs name, even though his work aims at tracing the historical
development of various reform organizations.5 Yet, credit should be
given to reformist thinkers such as Chalil, whose contribution to
formulating the modernists' religious vision can scarcely be ignored.
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Chalil had, after all, written some substantial works on legal issues as
early as the 1930s, when he was active in the Muhammadiyah.
Other works also ignore Chalil's role due to their focus on reform's
anthropological and socio-political a^spects. Nakamura's work on the
Muhammadiyah movement in a central Javanese town, for example,
views the Muhammadiyah from an anthropological dimension. As
such, his book is primarily concerned with identifying the pattern of
religious behavior of the followers of the Muhammadiyah at Kotagede,
as expressed in the popular social and religious traditions that direct
their practical day+o-day life. There is no discussion here of the doc-
trinal issues that play a central role in defining the ideological frame-
work of the Muhammadiyah.6 Boland's work, which surveys the politi-
cal attitudes of Indonesian Muslims with no panicular emphasis on h-
lam as a system of faith, mentions Chalil's role in passing, and only in
his capacity as a pamphleteer.T Other works focusing on particular re-
form movements, such as Alfian's work on the Muhammadiyah, do not
concentrate on individual reformist figures such as Chalil.8 Although
Bisri Affandi's thesis deals with the reformist figure Shaykh Ahmad al-
Shurkati, he nevertheless, concentrates on al-Shurkati's role in the for-
mation of Al-Irsyad. As a result, al-Shurkati's reformist thought remains
a side issue, with the main discusion being directed to the historical
necessity of the movement's foundation, its interaction with other re-
formist associations and its religious and social activities.e
Biographical Sketch of Moenawar Chalil : His Life and Vritings
Moenawar Chalil was born at Kendal, Central Java, on February
28, 7908. He came from a respectable byai (religious scholar) family,
whose members had established themselves as successful traders. He
received a traditional education at the hands of this father, Muhammad
Chalil, and his uncle, Muhammad Salim as well as other kyais at
Kendal, such as Abdulchamid and Irfan.10 Although Chalil's family
had the financial means to educate their son at a modern educational
institution, Chalil was not destined to do so. This was in compliance
with his mother's wish who wanted him to become a kyai rather
rhan a priyayl (bureaucrat), who received his training in the modern
educationai system.ll His mother's hope was only partialiy realized,
since Chalil's career led him to become both a prominent kyai and a
respected priyayi. However, he could not claim the title of priyayi.
after abandoning his position as the head of the Department of Reli-
gious Affairs in the Semarang district.
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At the age of seventeen, Chalil became involved in the nationalist
movement and joined a political uprising at Kendal, an uprising linked
to the activities of Sarekat Islam (Islamic Union) at So1o.12 As a mili-
tant movement, the activities of Sarekat Islam sometimes led to social
and political unrest and, as a result, were closely watched by the co-
lonial government.13It was due to his involvement in militant activi-
ties that an order to exile Chalil to Boven Digul in Irian Jaya was
issued by the assistant regent of the subdistrict of Kendal. This order
was never executed, thanks to Chalil's father who persuaded the as-
sistant regent to annul the order. At the time, Boven Digul was a
designated place where politicai detainees were imprisoned during
the colonial era. According to "Riwayat Hidup", Chalil's father peti-
tioned for the reversal of the exile order on the grounds of sending
his son to study in Arabia.la This early experience left an indelible
mark on Chalil and to agreatextent, foreshadowed his future struggle
against established religious dogma.
Thus, shortly after his release, Chalil was sent by his father to
study in Arabia, where he spent four years (1926-1929).It was during
this stay that he was influenced by the \ilahhlbi reformist spirit, which
later manifested itself in his own reformist writings and activities.
His time in Arabia was a critical one, because it witnessed the efforts
on the part of the \ilahhlbis to establish their political and religious
supremacy over the whole of the Arabian Peninsula. In fact,
VahhAbism was not an unfamiliar ideology to Chalil who had been
exposed to such ideas by his teachers from Solo.15 VahhAbism had
been introduced to the Malay archipelago in the nineteenth century
by pilgrims returning from the Hijaz.
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Arabia was
frequently visited by many young Indonesian students. They went
there to study and to learn new ideas, which they disseminated upon
their return to their country. The impact of Vahhlbt radicalism was
not only reflected in the religious zeal directed against an1'thing con-
sidered incompatible with the purity of Islam, but also in political
confrontations against the existing political structures. The best example
of this impact was the sectarian antagonism berween the advocates of
VahhAbism, on the one hand, and the defenders of tradition, on the
orher, which manifested itself in the Padri war (t827-t837) in West
Sumatra, a region where \ilahhabism found a fertile land for growth.16
Many prominent leaders of the Indonesian Muslim community
went to Arabia to further their religious education with some of them
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becoming agents of change upon rheir return to their sociery. Hasyim
Asy'ari and Ahmad Dahlan, the founders of the two largest Islamic
organizations the Nahdlatul Ulama (the Renaissance of the 'UlamA')
and the Muhammadiyah respectively, as well as Hamka, an eminenr
scholar who held various religious posrs, were prime examples of
this trend.
There were a number of prominent Indonesian scholars reaching
in Arabia, whose academic fame attracted students from the far-off
corners of Indonesia. Scholars such as Ahmad Khatib al-Minangkaba-
wi, Muhammad Ibn 'lJmar al-Bantlni, 'Abd al-Karim and Mahf0z al-
Termasi were among the mosr prominent ones. Among these, Ahmad
Khatib should be given the utmost credit for contributing to the fu-
rure destiny of Islamic organizations in Indonesia. It was the gradu-
ates of his halaqah (study circle) that come to lead the reformist as
weli as the traditionalist groups in the archipelago.lT
During his stay in Mecca, Chalil's preoccuparion with the exist-
ing trend of religious thought was exhibited by his active parricipa-
tion in an organizarion established by his fellow expatriares in Arabia.
It is also reported that he pracriced law in an Islamic court there, an
experience that evenrually gave him more insight into Vahhibism as
a legal institution.ls This experience certainly enriched his religious
views and was parrly responsible for the formation of his puritanical
convictions as defined by the V'ahhAbis.le
Chaiil aiso became aware of the reformist trend in Egypt and its
surrounding regions during his stay in theHijaz.Indeed, he was greatly
influenced and impressed by the modernist outlook of Muhammad
'Abduh, as can be discerned from the number of 'Abduh' writings
that he read and cited in many of his works. Furthermore, the srruc-
ture of Chalil's tafstr and his interprerarion of particular Qur'lnic
verses were obviously inspired by'Abduh's style. His discussion of
the compatibility of religion with modernity, which dominated his
debate over the innate human need for religious guidance, showed
the dialectical approach employed by'Abduh in his apologetic de-
fense of Islam againsr non-Muslim attacks.rc
Not surprisingly, his respecr for 'Abduh reached the point of ado-
ration, the adoration of a murtd (a devored pupil) for his reacher
who was nobly prorecring the faith from the incursions of non-Is-
lamic elements into rhe srructure of Muslim religious practices. v'hen
quoting 'Abduh's ideas, Chalil often refers ro him as "yang mulia'
(his exceilency), thus showing his deep respecr and affectioi for the
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person whose faith in the truth of Islam and whose srruggle for irs
adaptation to modernity was, in Chalil's eyes, an example to all sub-
sequent generations of reformists.
-It 
is known that 'Abduh's writings and fame spread as far as Indo-
nesia. Nor only did'Abduh's ideas on Islamic reform influence the
thought of individual reformists such as Chalil, but it also inspired
the birth of a number of reformist organizations in Indonesia in the
early twentieth century, such as the Jam'iyat Khayr (The Associa-
tion for the Good, founded in 1905), the Persyarikatan Ulama (The
Union of Muslim Scholars, founded in 1911), the Muhammadiyah
(founded int912),the al-Irsyad (The Guidance, founded in 1913) and
the Persatuan Islam or Persis (the Unity of Islam founded in 1923).2r
Of these, the most puriran one was the Persis, with which Chalil was
associated as chairman of its Majelis Ulama. 'Abduh's ideas were dis-
seminated through his articles in the perio dical, al''Uruah al-W'uthqi,
which was imported or smuggled into Indonesia through direct sub-
scription or via pilgrims returning home from Mecca or traders from
Singapore.a
Chalil tried to model himself after both Ibn 'Abd al-Vahhib and
'Abduh. \7hile he subscribed to an uncomPromising monotheism
clearly based on Ibn 'Abd al-VahhXb's teachings, he also adopted
the idea of the suitability of Islam to modernity and scientific discov-
eries, which was the main focus of 'Abduh's thought. This deep ad-
miration for both reformers was exPressed in his book, Dua Sedjoli
Pembangunan AIam Iskmy Muhammad Abdul \Yahhab dan Mtthammad
Abduh (The Duumvirate, Muhammad Ibn 'Abd al-'l7ahhAb and
Muhammad'Abduh : The Architects of the Muslim Vorld).r In gen-
eral, however, Chalil was very recePtive to the views of other Middle
Eastern reformers and thinkers. The ideas of Jamll al-Din al-Afghlni,
Rashid RidA, Shakib ArsalAn, Tantawi JawhXri and others also re-
ceived Chalil's attention. Chaiil, for example, translated a part of al-
Afghlni's book ALRidd'alh al'Dahriyin and the whole of Arsalin
book, Limhdhh Ta'akhara al-Muslimttn ua Taqaddama Ghayruhurn.2a
It was owing to this translation that Arsalln's view point on the causes
of the stagnation of Muslim religious life as well as the loss of Muslim
political power became quite popular in Indonesia.s
Upon his return from Arabia, Chalil became involved in both
bureaucratic tasks and reformist activities. Unlike some of the lead-
ing figures of the reform movements, who were sometimes in oPpo-
sition to the regime and rejected any government appointment, Chalil
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was willing to work for the regime. For almost ren years, he served as
the head of the Ministry of Religious Affairs in the district of
Semarang.26 Even though he initially seemed to recognize the legiti-
macy of the ruling regime, he later made clear his disagreement with
the political leadership of the counrry. This political stance, how-
ever, was slow to manifest itselP and only became known when
charges of his involvement in an abortive Islamic rebellion, known
as the Pemberontakan Darul Islam, the DI (the Rebellion of the House
of Islam), became public.28 His hostile attitude.toward the govern-
ment was translated into action with his resignation from the Minis-
try of Religious Affairs in 795t.In 7952, he refused Soekarno's offer
of a high position in Jakarta and the he also declined the position of
Minister of Religious Affairs offered to him by the Indonesian Na-
tionalist Party (P.N.I.)-Masjumi coalition cabinet. He believed that
becoming a member of the ruling polirical elite in the capital city
would force him to give up his oppositional stance, which was far
more important for his moral integrity and political convictions rhan
respected status in Jakarta.n
Chalil's political stance piaces him among those puritan Muslims
who believed that politics made men corrupr and worldly. They felt
that it was lust for worldly gains and not divine guidance that con-
trolled the ambitions of political leaders. Puriran Muslims believed
that these ieaders had lost all religious commirment and had, there-
fore, adopted a secular ideology in order ro remove Islam from poli-
tics. In their hands, Islam had come to be an object of manipulation
and a tooi for political ends. This belief led Chalil to end his career as
a bureaucrat and to take up again his activities in several reformist
religious movements and to do some writing.s
Soon after his return from Arabia, Chalil rose to prominence and
held a number of religious offices. He became , 
-.-t., of the Majlis
Tarjih Pusat (the Central Board of Farwl') of rhe Muhammadiyah
two years after its establishment. The Mailis Tariih came inro exist-
ence when the proposal for the foundation of a council of Islamic juris-
prudence was approved in the 28tn Muhammadiyah convention held
in Yogyakarta in 7928.31 The Majlis Tarjih was founded in response ro
the growing need of Muhammadiyah members for fatwi', o., 
-"tt..,
related to rhefurh'(details) and rhe khikfiyAr (disputed isues). It should
be noted that the period from the 1920s to the early 1960s was marked
by intense debates berween the supponers of the reformist and the tra-
ditionalist factions over rhe issues of. furil'and khikfiyAt.
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TheMuhammadiyah, which claimed to be the guardian of reform-
ist principles, used the Majlis Tarjih as a platform for its'ulaml' to
e*press their reformist views on questions pertaining to fiqh-32 The
word tarjth, which was thought to reflect the idea of. iitihAd, beto'
kened the Muhammadiyah's conscious effort to establish rulinp in-
dependent of any earlier iuristic opinions. Some members of the Majlis
were even of the opinion that the effons exerted by the Majlis Tarjih
had reached such an ideal level as to warrant changing the name from
Majlis IjtihAd. This proposal, however, was turned down, because other
members held that the sense of the word aryth was more in keeping
with the historical and institutional development of the Majlis.sl
From its establishment, the Majlis Tarjih dealt mainly with ques-
tions related to pure ritual practices ('ibAdah mahdah), a subject in
which Chalil was a most competent scholar.l Chalil had written some
books and articies as early as 1933 which were more or less prepared
as practical manuals for ritual duties. It was in consideration of his
educational training as well as his reformist conviction that the founder
of the Majlis Tarjih, Mas Mansur, appointed Chalil as a member of
the Majlis Tarjih two years after its foundation'35
The Majlis Tarjih stipulated two criteria for any potential mem-
ber: first, a candidate must be a member of the Parent organization
(the Muhammadiyah) and second, he must be capable of performing
the task of arjih. The first and foremost requirement of any member
undertaking the latter was the ability to deduce rulings from the mass
(texts).% Chalil was the best choice for this post, since he specialized
in the science of tafsir and hadith, two sciences which iater led him to
prominence in the field of religious scholarship in Indonesia.rz
Before Chalil took up his duties in the Majlis Tariih, he was al-
ready an active member of the Muhammadiyah, teaching in the
organization's al-Madrasah al-Vusti (secondary school) and leading
the Majlis Tabligh (The Propagation Board) of the Muhammadiyah
branch at Kendal.38 In some branches, the Majlis Tabligh ran tabltgh
schools, where the graduates of the al-Madrasah al-'WustX were taught
the Islamic sciences and were instructed in the skill of propagation
('llm al-da'wah) and the science of comparative religion.re The gradu-
ates of the schools were expected to become leading propagandists to
spread the message of reformist ideas to their fellow Muslims.{ As
such, the Majlis Tabligh anticipated a number of challenges facing its
mission, particularly from the opponents of reform. \flhile there is
no record indicating the establishment of such a tabligh school at
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Kendal, nevertheless after Chalil moved ro Semarang in 1933, he was
assigned to teach a propagation course at the Muhammadiyah branch
there. This assured him of a role in the Muhammadiyah's da'wah
activities, given his position in charge of teaching the subject of the-
ology in light of reformist views, for which course he prepared a
book on the purification of Islamic theology.al
Chalil was also the secretary of the Lajnah Ahli-Ahli Hadits Indo-
nesia (the Committee of the Indonesia Experts on Hadith) from its
inception in June 1947, a position that he held until his death on
May 23,1961. The Lajnah was chaired by Imlm Ghazili, a promi-
nent 'altm (singular of 'ulaml') from Solo. Ghazlli was assisted by a
deputy, Muhammad Ma'shum, a scholar with a considerable reputa-
tion in the field of hadith. Both belonged to reformist organizations
and the latter was even a regular columnist writing in the section
Sual-Djaua& (Question and Answers) devoted to religious issues for
various Persis journals, which became an imporrant forum for propa-
gating the puritanical views of the organization's 'ulamA'.a2
The establishment of the Lajnah was an interesting phenomenon,
since not only did in reflect a desire to promore and rejuvenare the
study of the science of hadith, but it also gave impetus ro rhe prepara-
tion of a standard book of fiqh more in tune with the reformist per-
spective.4r The reformists believed that the science of hadith tended
to receive much less artenrion than that of fiqh. The blame for this
was placed on the traditionalists by the reformisrs, who accused them
of not giving the study of hadith its full share of aftenrion. This lack
of attention, the reformists argued, inhibited the traditionalists and
prevented them from maintaining and transmitting the aurhenric
teaching of the Prophet. They held that the curriculum of the
pesantrens (traditional religious seminaries), which were mosrly run
by the traditionalists, relied too heavily on the study of fiqh.#
It was no coincidence that the project of creating a 'new" fiqh was
also one the major concerns of some reformers in the Middle East,
such as 'Abduh. 'Abduh's proposal of a new Islamic law was aimed at
replacing an archaic fiqh, which he considered incapable of respond-
ing to new demands and needs. Similarly, rhe new version of fiqh
proposed by the Lajnah was designed to replace the existing fiqh
books, the contenrs of which, the reformists believed, were nor di-
rectly derived from the primary sources of hlamic law.
Although the Lajnah was a body in which each of its members
could claim to be an acrive participant, the main credit for its pio-
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neering v/ork must be attributed to the constant dedication of three
persons: Moenawar Chalil, Imlm Ghazlli and Muhammad Ma'shum'
It *m in recognition of their cooperation for the sake of maintaining
the centrality of the Qur'xn and of promoring the role of hadith in
Muslim life that the three were called rhe ffio-ulama.+5 The role of
Chalil was central in the affairs of the Lajnah. The latter's objective
writing of a "compendium" of Indonesian fiqh, for example'.was not
pur into effect until Chalil became involved in the undertaking soon
after his retirement from government service and his release from
prison.6 The fruit of the work of the Lainah was rhe publication,4/-
Fiqh al-Nabazry, which was written in eighteen volumes. Each vo1-
ume consisted of about forty pages and was issued separately, so that
the public could afford to buy them. This was an imporrant goal for
theii mission, which sought to provide a guide for the public on the
religious duties prescribed by the Prophet.az
Apart {rom its central mission to spread the Prophet's traditions
ro rhe ummah,the Lajnah tried to open a new dimension in the socio-
religious life of Muslims by attempting to eradicate sectarianism
thrJugh rhe creation of its Mustahar Khass (The Special Advisory
Board). Hasyim Asy'ari, a prominent scholar and the founder of the
traditionalist organization Nahdiatul Ulama was inciuded on this
board.€ This nonsectarian poiicy was stated literally in its statues
and underlay its main objective of establishing a coordinating forum,
in which both the kaum muda (the modernists) and the kaum tua
(the traditionalists) experts on hadtth would work together in the
interest of promoting the Prophetic traditions.ae In reality, however,
the membirs of the Mustashar Khass were predominantly modern-
ists, such as Mas Mansur, chairman of the Majiis Tarjih of the
Muhammadiyah, Hadjid, a member of the Central Board of the
Muhammadiyah, A. Hassan, chairman of the Persis in Bangil and
Ahmad al-Shurkati of the al-Irshad, to name but a few.s
It seems, therefore, that the appointment of Asy'ari to the office
of Mustashar Khass was prompted more by recognition of his broad-
minded personality rather than in acknowledgment of his capacity
as the Ra'ts 'Arnm of the Shttriyah (chairman of the Advisory Board)
of the Nahdlatul Ulama. His academic reputation and wisdom had
won.the sympathy of the reformists, who clearly did not consider
Asy'ari to be an advocate of the "traditionaiist" faction, but, instead
as a senior scholar, whose influence among the Muslim masses could
hardly be matched by any Muslim leader.sl
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Hamka describes Asy'ari as a religious scholar who preferred a
gradual approach towards transforming Islamic thought. Hamka also
approves of Asy'ari's commitment to the establishme nt of ukhuuuah
(brotherhood) among Muslims. In comparing Dahlan with Asy'ari,
Hamka states that while the former exoressed his ideas in a "revolu-
tionary" way the latter promulgated hls in an "evolutionary" way.
That Hamka decided to spread Asy'ari's mauL'iz (guiding messages)
in his reformist journal Pandji Masjarakat (messaees in which the lat-
ter appeaied to both the reformists and traditionalists to close their
ranks and to work side by side) indicates Asy'ari's acceptability within
the modernist circle.5?
Vhile acknowledging the importance of the Lajnah's efforts in
promoting sectarian reconciliation, Chalil, nevenheless, chose to pur
his energy into a plan to establish a coordinating officer for the 'ulam5.'.
As a member of the corps of 'ulami' Chalil realized that they had a
moral authority over the Muslim population and that because they
were heard on social and political matters as well, the 'ulamX' had a
greater responsibility to acr with prudence and wisdom. The 'ulamX'
should work for the unity of the ummah, since they were rhe trans-
mitters of the message of God to subsequenr generarions following
the Prophet.5r
Through their role as rransmitters of the divine message and as
guardians of its pristine rruth, Chalil states that rhe 'ulama' had built
up considerabie respect among lay Muslims. He further maintained
that lay Muslims would often respond to the words of the 'ulamA',
while at the same rime remaining deaf to similar orders from srate
officials. In his works, Chalil strongly condemns rhose 'ulama' who
abused the trust bestowed on rhem by the population and who
manipuiated it for material gain and high positions, while leaving the
ummah in a state of sectarian fragmentation. He declares that type of
'ulamX' to be 'ulamA'stt'(deceiving) or ashqtyh'(immoral). Those who
belonged to the 'ulaml' s0', Chalil maintained, usually feared to speak
the truth and were blindly loyal to rulers, who were in turn often op-
pressive.!
For this reason, Chalil appealed ro the Department of Religious
Affairs to form a council of the Indonesian 'ulamX' modeled after the
FIay'at Kiblr a1-'lJlamA.', of Egypt. The proposal aimed to close the
gap between the 'ulamA' and creare a channel through which better
understanding among members, irrespective of their sectarian affilia-
tion, would be maintained. Owing ro rhe dictates of their own reli-
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gious outlook and political orientation, the'ulaml' often issued dif-
ferent fatuds on a similar question.5s This of course, Chalil believed,
only caused confusion in the umrnah, who, thus, became the victims
of the religious disputes among the 'ulama' dho were supposed to
provide guidance, rather than friction, Chalil, therefore, welcomed
the initiative of the Department of Religious Affairs in organizing,
for the first time, a convention of all 'ulami' in Jakarta in 1951. He
also recommended that such conventions be continued and expanded
and that, if necessary, a permanent office cailed DAr al-IftX' (Office of
Fatwl') be established, which would serve as the religious body in
Indonesia with a full mandate to issue/atuk\to the ummah.%
Chalil's concept of unity, however, could not be easily applied.
His understanding of unity did not respect the right of individuals to
have different opinions, but rather called for the amalgamation of
differences into a single opinion which, he claimed, should be in ac-
cordance with the Qur'Xnic norms and the Prophetic traditions.5T
The traditionalists were certainly wary of such demands, regarding
the call for a single opinion as favoring the conclusion of the Qur'in
and hadith-based reformists over their own-madhhab based interpre-
tations of the sources. Chalil's efforts, however, should be perceived
as a genuine attempt to repair the fragmentation of the ummah by
abolishing partisanship of the Islamic rite and by a unanimous return
to the original sources of Islam.
After his resignation from his government post in 1951, Chalil
found a new outlet for his political aspirations in the reformist politi-
cal party, the Majlis Syura Muslimin Indonesia, or Masjumi (the In-
donesia Muslim Consultative Council) and was quickly appointed to
its Majlis Syura Pusat (Central Religious Consultative Board). This
Majlis was primarily in charge of the proclamation of. fatuis. The
task of the Majlis Syura was far from being purely religious, since the
Majlis regularly issued fatuL\ in answer to any question that con-
cerned the party and the ummah.
The political role of the Majlis was made possible by the fact that
the Masjumi itself was organized in such a way as to enable the 'ulaml'
to be involved at all levels of the party structure. There was always at
least one 'a/im on the control board of each level of the organiza-
tion.58 The role of the 'ulami' in the organizational structure of the
Masjumi was to accommodate the fact that in Indonesia the'ulama'
could not be ignored as a political force and that whoever gained
their political approval would consequently gain a large following,
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particularly in the rural areas.se M. Isa Anshary, one of the chairmen
of the Masjumi Central Board, believed that the unpredicted elec-
toral success of the Nahdlatul Ulama in the 1955 general election lay
in trust bestowed by the population on its 'ulamX', who exerted a
strong influence on the masses.@ The Masjumi underestimated the
immense influence enjoyed by the 'ulama' of the Nahdlatul lJlama,
and even went so far as to consider it a marginal Islamic party before
the election. The Nahdlatul Ulama had previously received a "quota"
of eight seats only in the legislative body, when it was still affiliated
with the Masjumi. However, the result of the electoral vote was a big
step forward for the Nahdlatul Ulama, representing a gain of fony
five seats and third position after the Masiumi in terms of the num-
ber of seats held in ihe legislative body.61
The'ulamA's political role was more or less confined to the sphere
of issuing fatuks relevant to the questions that arose at particular
times. During the first general election of.7955, for instance, Chalil
issued afatzai declaring that winning the political contest in the elec-
tion was a religious obligation. Using analogical reasoning, he equated
the general election with a jihhd (holy war), in which every able Mus-
lim was obliged to participate for the glory of the faith. According to
him, a Muslim who committed himself to fight for the victory of
Islam by ail possibie means in the election deserved noble rewards
equivalent to those promised by God rothemujihidin (religious fight-
ers). Furthermore, he appealed to Muslims to donate part of their
alms to the political cause, so that sufficient funding would be avail-
able for the Islamic parties, enabling them to carry out activities lead-
ing to their electoral victory.62
His other political fatuAs were typical of the Persis fatuAs and
were concernedwith the general content of nadonalism, the philosophi-
cal bases of a nation state and the condemnation of political trends op-
posed to Muslim political goals.6 In one of his writings, for instance, he
criticizes the secular nationalists for denying the strong Islamic element
which historically had been present in Indonesia nationalism. For him,
it was only through Islam that the edifice of lndonesian nationalism had
been erected. He further argues that Indonesian secular nationalists who
were trying to adopt the model of the Turkish secular nationalists
'thought were misled. In Turkish nationalism, Chalil explains, klam
had played an important role in unifying all ranks within Turkish soci-
ety, a unity which determined the Turkish victory in their War of Inde-
pendence and in their efforts at driving the Greeks from their soil.#
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As a reformist who strove for the implementation of the shari'ah
as a positive law in the country, Chalil believed that Islam, as an ideal
political system, had been relegated to the background by the secular
nationalists.d He further accused them of ignoring Islam in the
Undang-Undang Dasar 1945 (Constitution of. 7945), on which the
foundations of the Republic of Indonesia were built. He also shared
with the Masjumi politicians a common opposition to the national-
ists, a stand which reached its climax in the early 1950s with the rise
of several Muslim rebellions against Soekarno's regime in various
parts of the country. Nevertheless, Chalil's opposition certainly never
extended beyond promoting the concept of an Islamic state through
democratic means.6
His political aspirations were in line with the Masjumi's political
stance, even before he became a member of its Majlis Syura. In the
Kongres Muslimin Indonesia (The Indonesia Muslim Congress) held
in Yogyakarta from 20-25 December,1949, he proposed a resolution
demanding that the Kongres not condemn the Dar al-Islam move-
ment and that it differentiates between renegade groups creating
terror in the country side and the true members of the Darul Islam.
According to him, it was due to the terror spread by those renegade
groups that the reputation of the leader of Darul Islam, Kartosuwirjo,
had been tarnished. He made this statement in reply to Musaddad, a
participant in the Kongres, who had earlier argued that once the Darul
Islam was able to establish a provisional government in the district
under its control, it began to impose heavy taxes and to create terror
among the population. This, in turn, led many of its supporters to
defect and caused the Darul Islam to lose its good reputation.d In his
argument, Musaddad mentioned that he was a member of the Darul
Salam (the House of Peace), an organization that was initially in-
volved in conductingpmgajians (religious gatherings) only, but which
had later developed into a paramilitary force. The Darul Salam had
lent its military support to the country. However, as soon as the
Darul Islam began to exploit and abuse the population, the former
severed its association with the latter.s
In this debate, Chalil's opinion won strong support from many of
the participants in the Kongres, especially form his close associates in
the Persis, the Muhammadiyah and the Lajnah Ahli-ahli Hadith In-
donesia, such as ImAm GhazAli, Muhammad Ma'shum and Hadjid.
The session of the Kongres finally issued a resolution fully support-
ing the Masjumi's attempts to resolve the question of the Darul Islam
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in a spirit of peace and compromise.6e Throughout the 1950s,
Moehammad Natsir, speaking as the Masjumi leader, deplored many
government attempts to resolve the Darul Islam problem by force of
arms./o It seems that the difference of opinion over the question of
the Darul Islam, as reflected in the debate between Chalil and
Musaddad, had proceeded along reformist and traditionalist political
lines. It should be noted at this point that fAnwar] Musaddad was
later one of the chairmen of the Central Shuriyah (consultative) Board
of the Nahdlatul Ulama.Tr
As a person who faithfully approached issues from a puritanist
perspective, Chalil, a member of the Majlis Syuri, criticized any reli-
gious ruling which, according to him, was not properly and accu-
rately devised. He, for example, accused the chairman of the Syura,
Shalih Su'ady, of negligence in issuing a fatwA permitting a female
member of the Central Board of theMasjumi to travel to Russiawith-
out a muhrtm (a close male relative). The permission was based on a
Qur'Xnic verse which, according to Su'aidy's interpretation, allowed
a female to travel alone, provided that the journey was done in fulfill-
ment of a religious duty. Her journey to Russia, which was intended
to uncover the plan of the enemies of Islam (the communists), cer-
tainly met the criteria suggested by the Qur'ln. Su'aidy even went so
far as to declare that such a journey could rightly be called a jibhd.
The term jihid, Su'aidy added, should be understood in broader terms
as not only fighting non-Muslims in the battlefield, but also traveling
to a non-Muslim country in order to obtain information about the
strength and weaknesses of potential enemies. Chalil, on the other
hand, declared that not only did the Qur'Anic verse quoted by Su'aidy
not apply to the case in point, but that Su'aidy's argument was en-
tirely invalid, having been put forward merely to avert the prohi-
bition prescribed by Islamic law.72
Chalil also denounced the validity of the hadith used by Su'aidy
and questioned the reliability of one of is transmitters. Despite the
fact that the hadith was transmitted by Adi Ibn Hatim and was con-
tained in al-Bukhlri's collection, Chalil found that one of its trans-
mitters, Israil Ibn Yfinus Ibn Ishaq, was an unreliable authority on
the basis of the opinion of such great scholars as Ibn Sa'd, 'Ali al-
MadXni, Ibn Hazm and Ja'far Ibn Shaybah. Therefore, Chalil con-
cluded that the hadith suffered from a serious defect which rendered
the use of the hadith unacceptable.z3 Citing a hadith only after strictly
scrutinizing the reliability of its transmitter, as practiced by Chalil,
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was typical of a puritan who did not want to employ any tradition,
unless its authenticity was established, According to Chalii, any reli-
gious scholar who loosely quoted a hadith without subjecting irs rrans-
mitter to strong scrutiny should be called a dajjal (imposter).2+
Chalil also doubted Su'aidy's claim that some medieval jurists,
whom al-Nawawi mentions in his ALMfimit' Sharh al-Muhadhdhah,
had declared that, such travel is lawful. Chalil said the Su'aidy's man-
ner of quoting al-Nawawi's opinions was not correcr and that he
only took note of those 'ulamA' who permitted such travel and dis-
counted those who were against it. Chalil further claimed that he
had verified Su'aidy's argument and discovered that in al-Majmtt', al-
Nawawi advanced opinions both for and against rravel by an unac-
companied female. Authenticity was the guiding factor in Chalil's
approach to making any religious ruling, particularly if the arguments
cited were derived from the Qur'ln and sunnah.zs
The highest position Chalil held was that of chairman of the Majlis
Ulama (Council of the 'Ulami') of the Central Board of rhe Persis.
He had been a member of the Persis since the early 1930s, at which
time he was serving as a regular columnist for its periodical, Pembela
Islam, for the Kendal region. From that time onward he had held a
dual membership; as a leading member of the Muhammadiyah and a
columnist for the Persis.76 It must be noted that many persons be-
longing to the Persis were influential members of other religious,
political and social organizations as well. Moehammad Natsir, for
example, belonged toJonglslamieten Bond, while Sabirin was a promi-
nent member of the Sarekat Islam.z This phenomenon may be an
indication that its members regarded the Persis as a group formed for
religious study and education and that other groups could be used to
attain other goals.z8 As the head of the Persis Majlis tllama, Chalil
also spoke for Persis views.In his polemics with Su'aidy, for example,
Chalil can be said to have been represenring the Persis. Indeed, he
declared that the arguments he had put forth were in supporr of the
opinions of A. Kadir Hassan, the son of the founder of the Persis in
Bangil and Chalil's colleague in the Majlis Ulama of the PersisTe His
political stance also fell within the reaim of the political aspirations
of the Persis. His critical attitude towards the secular narure of the
constitution of the country, for example, was in harmony with
Moehammad Natsir and Isa Anshary's position, which never last sight
of the goal of establishing an Indonesian stare based on Islamic prin-
ciples.e Vhile both Natsir and Anshary were chairmen of the Persis,
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the former was also the general chairman of the Masjumi and the
latter a member of its central leadership.sl
Among the other religious posts that Chalil held, one can count
that of adviser to the Pusat Pendidikan hlam (Center for hlamic Educa-
tion) at Solo and member of the Panitia Pertimbangan Kesehatan dan
Syar' (Committee for Health and Shar'Consultation) of the Department
of Health.82 There is no detailed record of Chalil's contributions in the
Pusat Pendidikan Islam, while his activities in the Panitia Pertimbangan
Kesehatan dan Shar' can be gleaned from a number of pamphlets. The
Panitia was established on August 72, L945, with the primary mision of
discussing medically-related issues from the viewpoint oI shar'(divine
1r*)." The Panitia published its religious rulings through the journal
that it had founded. Apart from the internal members of the committee,
who were mainly modernist Muslims working in the Depanmenr of
Health and Religion, there were also several non-civil servant members
who were for the most part modernists, such as Moenawar Chalil, A
Hassan, Hasbi Ash-Shiddieqy and Fuad Mohamad Fachruddin. Unlike
others, however, who were either representatives of institutions or
appointed individuals, Chalil was admitted into the Panitia in his
capacity as the chairman of the Majlis Ulama of the Persis and as the
secretary of the Lajnah Ahli-ahli Hadith as well.s This certainly en-
abled him to exercise greater influence, when he was able ro, upon
the other members of the shar'section, who alone had the authority
to issue fatuAs. As a consequence of the modernist domination of the
Panitia, the manner of approaching the cases under discussion was
reformist in the sense thar the deduction of the rulings was made
with reference to the Qur'ln, hadith and other lireratuie which the
reformists considered acceptable, such as ZAdal-Ma'idbylbn Qatsyt-
a|-Jawziyah and Bidiyat aLMujahid by Ibn Rushd. They did nor use
the fiqh books referred to by the traditionalists.s
The reformists held that the traditionalist fiqh books, such as
the Tuhfah, al-Mahallt, al-Qalyfibf and many orhers, which were
widely studied in the pesantrens, were not acceptable on account
of their incompatibility with the spirit of modernity which de-
manded analysis.e On the other hand, they discovered that the
works of reformisr 'ulaml', such as Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn Qayyim,
'Abduh and RidA'were analytical and, rhus, were more in keep-
ing with modern approaches.e
Chalil's reputation was due, in part, to his knowledge of the Is-
lamic sciences, which he shared with the Muslim community through
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his writings. Judged by the standards of Indonesian scholarship at the
time, he was among the most productive writers. In 1958, a poii was
conducted by the Himpunan Pengarang Islam Indonesia (the Asso-
ciation of Indonesian Muslim Writers) in order ro rhe wrirers of the
day and Chalil was ranked in fifth place. He came out ahead of such
ceiebrated writers as Hasbi Rsh-SiriddieQ/, whose authority in Is-
lamic legal matters remains unrivaled until the presenr time, and A.
Hassan, whose polemical style of writing in supporr of purifying the
faith is the basis of his wide popularity throughout the counrry even
today.s
Reformists realized the importance of periodicals as vehicles for
disseminating their views and for challenging the traditionalist reli-
gious beliefs perpetuated in the curriculum and propagarion emanar-
ing from the traditionalist centers of learning, notably in the count-
Iess pesantrens and pengajiaz (religious sermon) circles. In the field of
publication, the reformists were, rherefore, far ahead of the tradi-
tionalists in terms of producing a larger number of books, magazines
and pamphlets. This is particularly true for Persis which was even
more active in this area than its fellow reformist groups, particularly
in the publication of journals. Persis, which was a small and loosely
knit organization, was able to publish ren journals and many pracri-
cal guides to Islamic riruals, which served as manuals for reformist
adherents throughout the country. Indeed, had it nor been for its
journals and books, the puritan teaching of Persis would have re-
mained unfamiliar to non-Persis members.D
Chalil had already established a magazine Swara Islam (the Voice
of Islam) in 1935. This magazine was founded for rhe sake of reviving
the sunnah of the Prophet and eradicaring unwarranted innovarion,
bid'dh (angegesang sunnah, mbongkar bid'd\.n Chalil, who might
have wanted to reach a larger audience, chose Javanese, the lingua
franca of the largest Indonesian ethnic group, as rhe language of his
magazine. The magazine was the first of its kind ro rarger Javanese
readers and was the only organ in Javanese that the reformists ever
produced in the region of Semarang and its adjacent areas or presum-
ably in the whole Javanese speaking areas.
The themes that appeared in the magazine dealt mostly vrith rhe-
ology, rituals and ethics. As a typicai reformist magazine, it provided
a columns for polemical issues, which were presented in the form of
munizarah (exchange of ideas) or su'il-jawkb (questions and answers).
The magazine had two goals: the first was to sound the trumpet of
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puritan ideas and the second to educate those Muslims who had a
rudimentary knowledge of Islam. In pursuing the first goal, discus-
sion focussed on such disputed issues as debates over touching the
Qur'Xn during minor ritual impurity or pronouncing the qunut etc.,
while discussions revolving around the second goal consisted of les-
sons on the moral standards of Islam, ritual formula and basic beliefs
regarding God, the Prophets and the like. Needless to say, all discus-
sions followed the puritan point of view.el Following the aggressive tra-
dition of Persis in conductingtabhgh (religious sermon), Chalil chose
debate as the means of propagating his puritanist views and challenging
his opponents. His debates, whichwere published inSwaralslam, showed
no tolerance for his rivals. This attitude was an outcome of the religious
antagonism that plagued Muslims during Chalil's lifetime. His intoler-
ance was similar to that of other Persis scholars who often used harsh
language and resorted to a polemical style of expresion.e2
Vriting in modernist journals came easily to Chalil, whose mem-
bership in the Masjumi party provided him with an opportunity to
write for the party's magazines and its nev/spaper, Abddi. His articles
in Hikmah, a popular magazinewhose chief editor was Natsir, gener-
ally exalted Islam, warning against relaxation in the observance of its
teachings and appealing for broad-mindedness. Chalil too called for
the acceptance of Islam in its entirety, since this, according to him,
was the only way to achieve progress. In one of his articles, for in-
stance, he points out that the unequal distribution of wealth was due
to the Muslim's reluctance to observe wholeheartedly the duty of
zakit (obligatory alms). He believed that if the doctrine of. zakhtwere
observed and implemented in a proper way, the problems of famine,
starvation and the gap between the rich and the poor would disap-
pear.el
In another article written f.or Hikmah, Chalil also dealt with themes
which called for strict adherence to Islamic messages and for rejec-
tion of any compromises in implementing its principles, as the only
way to manifest a genuine imAn (belief) and to reflect the spirit of
jihhd (struggle) exemplified in the Prophet's uncompromising atti-
rude during his struggle for the victory of Islam.% Through his ar-
ticles, Chalil introduced his audience to different opinions formu-
lated by medieval jurists about rituals, without favoring any singie
opinion over the others. In doing this, he wanted to educate and to
provide Muslims with a variety of views, so that strict adherence to
one particular juristic rite wouid no longer be practiced.% Chalil
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claimed that difference of opinions was acceprable, provided that each
was supported with strong arguments. Nonetheless, when he took
part in any debate, he often supported his arguments with the opin-
ions of modernist thinkers, whom he considered capable of provid-
ing a sound analysis due to their acquainrance with both traditional
learning and modern science.%
Chalil also wrote a religious column f.or Abadi,the Masjumi party's
daily newspaper, which was published throughout the 195Os.e/ Chalil's
writings mostly appeared in 1953,7954 and 1955 and were published
separately in the form of pamphlets numbering approximately one
hundred in all. His role in the Mailis Shura may have been a factor in
gaining the party's trust, enabling irim ro acr ;s rhe "preacher" ro irs
supporters of the religious themes he explored in the newspaper. In
short, Chalil's writings in Abadi called for moral acivism, gave les-
sons on basic rituals, acted as a guide ro a better understanding of the
Qur'Xn and Sunnah and launched attacks on popular religious prac-
tices.
As a reformist, Chalil advocated the concept of social responsibil-
ity and criticized both the passivity of Muslims and rheir quest for
material progress, faults which, he believed, were parrly due to a mis-
interpretation of rhe concepr of do'a (prayer). According to Chalil,
do'a alone is incapable of changing the condirions of a society unless
accompanied by active effort in this direction.% This view seems ro
support the belief of earlier reformists that creation was ordained by
God to follow the principles of nature and revolved around the sys-
tem of cause and effect. No wonder, he adds, that Muslims are srill
enslaved by ignorance and immersed in complete sragnation, since
what is preached to them every Friday from the pulpit means norh-
ing. Muslims, he points our, have failed to grasp rhe true spirit of
Islam which, indeed, teaches rhe principles of dynamism and a srrong
work-ethos, which alone can translate worldly progress into real-
itr,9
In his capacity as a religious scholar, Chalil ofren wrore about
issues of ritual practice in his arricles f.or Abadi. He also discussed
doctrinal matrers, in keeping with the newspaper's dedication ro rhe
cause of religion (untuk agama). His writings on doctrinal themes
elaborated in particular the meaning of rhe pillars of Islam, i.e. prayer,
alms, fasting, pilgrimage and tauhtd (God's unity).1m In addition,
Chalil wrote on legal topics, in which he presented a variety of views
to provide a broader perspective and meet the complex nature of
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contemporary problems. The topics he dealt with in this connection
involved social issues, such as alcohol addiction, gambling, forced
marriage, polygamy and the like.101 Chalil was also concerned with
moral issues and wrote a number of pamphlets aimed at disseminat-
ing the moral standards of Islam.102
Chalil's concern with the primary source of the shari'ah consti-
tutes an important part of his writings in Abadi and indicates his
strong adherence to the principle of a return to the Qur'ln. Chalil
thus, attacked those who, in his eyes, had abused the Qur'in in put-
ting it to irrelevant issues, such as remedying the sick, making amu-
lets and other folk practice.103 An uncompromising attitude towards
popular religious beliefs was taken up by Chalil who embarked upon
the grand mission of challenging those traditions which, in his view,
had corrupted the purity of Islamic teachings and had contaminated
its noble message. He raised his voice against belief in rhe kahtn (sooth-
sayer), takha4ryul (magic tricks) and khurAfAr (superstitions), as well as
the excessive religious celebrations on mawlid al-nabi (rhe Prophet's
birthday), 'AshhrA (the tenth day of. the month of al-Muharram) and
halal bi-al-halal (p,ost 'ld al-Fitr celebration).ls
Aliran Islam, which claimed to be a progressive magazine and
which was devoted to Islamic thought in religious doctrines, politics,
society and culture, was another of the publications for which Chalil
wrote. The editor-in-chief of Aliran Islamwas a prominent Masjumi
figure, namelyM.Isa Anshary. The magazine invited modernist think-
ers like Moehammad Natsir, M. Isa Anshary, M. Rasjidi and Abu
Hanifah, who were well informed on the relation between religion
and modernity, to contribute to its forum. The magazine also pub-
lished articles written by such nationalist figures as Soekarno, M.
Hatta and M. Yamin, provided they dealt with the interests of all
groups including Muslims.105 Chalil for his part vrrote on religious
subjects and adopted a rational approach in his writing in order to
demonstrate that Islam was compatible with modernity.ls
Chalil's participation in the Masjumi publishing efforts was not
only confined to writing, but extended to membership on the edito-
rial board of. Daulah Islamiyah, a highly regarded Masjumi-affiliated
magazine which identified itself as "the voice of the Islamic revolu-
tionary group".10/ In Dawlah Islamiyah Chalil wrote several articles,
one of the more daring of which denounced the validity of the fatwa
issued by the chairman of the Majlis Shura.108 Several arricles were
also written by him in Masjumi's official magazine, Suara Partai
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Masjumi. One of these articles deals with the role of the ImAm (leader)
in hlam and traces the significance of the office of. irnimah (leader-
ship) in the system of government of early Islam.l@ Chalil's treat-
ment of the concept of. imAmah may have represented an attempt on
his part to recreate the image of the golden period of the al-Kbulaf,i'
al-Rkhidtrn (the first four orthodox Caliphs).110Many reformists had
earlier laid an emphasis on this aspect of Muslim history in order to
attract the attention of Muslims to the past "glory" of Islam.
Chalil's other writings were scattered in other modernist publica-
tions, such as Pandji Masjarakat, a magazine established in Jakarta as
a continuation of a previous one published in Medan under the title
of Pedoman Masjarakat. Although Pandji Masjarakat did not claim
affiliation to any particular sectarian group, the names of those serv-
ing on its board of editors show a clear allegiance to the Muhammadi-
yah.ttt In Pandji Masjarakat,Chalil wrote at least rwo articles in which
he condemned the 'ulamX'for having become political brokers and
called for enjoining good and forbidding evil.lu Chalil wrotef.or Pandji
Masjarakat on a regular basis, being appointed as the permanent cor-
respondent for the Semarang region.113 Finally, it should be men-
tioned that Chalil contributed several articles on moral uprightness
as prescribed by Islam to the newspaper Pemandangan.rl+
Chalil disseminated his reformist views through his books as well.115
However, unlike the case with his articles, the issues he raised in his
books were rather similar and can, therefore, be divided into three
categories. The Qur'lnic-related studies make up the first category,
wherein the discussion reflects his faith in the superiority of the
teachings of the Qur'An over man-made ideological concepts. He ar-
gues in these works that a return to the Qur'ln was the only assur-
ance for progress and victory. The second category includes material
related to the Prophet as an exemplary figure. He discusses in par-
ticular those traditions which support and promote the idea of puri-
fication. The third category comprises miscellaneous writings dis-
cussing the true meaning of Islam and seeking to rectify misconcep-
tions of its noble mission. Other subjects in this category include the
duties and rights of the 'ulaml' in society and the state, the role of
women and the function of rulers according to the prescriptions of
rhe shari'ah.
Chalil's biography reflects a series of activities inspired by the spirit
of religious reform and manifested in his involvement in a number of
reformist institutions. His association with the Majlis Tarjih, the Majlis
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Shura and the Majlis Ulama indicates his strong commitment to the
cause of reform through those councils, which were charged with
preserving, developing and spreading reformist principles. His opin-
ions on various subjects were spread through pamphlets, articles and
books and served as a means of hastening the propagation of reform-
ist ideas, which wouid, otherwise, have been overshadowed by tradi-
tionalist thought, rooted as it was for centuries in the traditional learn-
ing institutions. Although the subjects Chalil covered extended from
the basic doctrines of Islam to disputed matters, the final analysis
bears the hallmark of the reformist thesis of a return to the oristine
purity of Islam and the eradication of non-Islamic practices. As a
reformist, Chalil was one of the many who were committed to chal-
lenging the traditionalist views, not only through publications, but
also through screening the ideological orientation of members work-
ing in religious institutions.
Chalil's reforms were linked to the concepr of a nation-srare, i.e.,
an ideal Islamic state where Islam could be observed without hin-
drance. This political stance was in harmony with Masjumi's politi-
cal doctrine, which relentlessly fought to achieve this goal. h seems,
therefore, that the ambition of realizing such "an Islamic srare" in-
spired Chalii to raise the issue of the unity of the 'ulamA'. In his view,
the role of the 'ulamA' in Indonesian society would be ro serve as co-
ruler with the zu'amA' (the authorities), once Islam became a ruling
system. His ideas pertaining to religious reform and his political aware-
ness were interrwined with and sprang from, a spirit of activism which
he gained through his intellectual interaction with the Middle East-
ern reformists, who sought to establish belief in the superiority of
unspoiled Islamic teachings over man-made ideological concepts.
Moenawar Chalil's Basic Beliefs: His Concept of Din lslamand imdn
Muhammad'Abduh's Risilat al-Tauhidwaswrirren with the aim
of establishing the position of religious belief and doctrine in mod-
ern society. The way in which he approaches the theme of the unity
of God in this work represents an arrempt to redefine Islam and tmin.
Indeed, the whole final section of RisAlat al-Tawhtd consranrly speaks
of Islam, its beliefs, principles, spirit and exrension.116 The establish-
ment of the "true" definition of Islam was urgent for 'Abduh. Since
Islam was constantly under attack by his conremporaries. 'Abduh
had addressed himseif to a society permeated wirh "rationality", a
society doubting the validity of Islam as a guide to life.117 His work,
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thus, responds to the test of rationality by restating the fundamental
position of Islam and by reformulating its doctrines in order to ren-
der the- more compatible with modern thinking and the needs of
the Muslim community of his time.
The restatement of the concepts of Islam andtrnin byMuhammad
Ibn 'Abd al-Vahhlb gave rise to a movement to purify the faith. He
called for the rediscovery of the purity of Islam and the reformula-
tion of the concept of.tmAn,which had been infiltrated by polytheis-
tic practices prevalent in his time. Ibn 'Abd al-Vahhlb's concern
with the reintroduction of the "true" meaning of Islam and tmin \ed
him to choose theology as the main theme of his work.118 Unlike
'Abduh, who was motivated to defend Islam against liberal trends in
thought and culture, Ibn 'Abd al-VahhAb's aim was to lead his tribal
society back to an essentially unspoiled Isiam. Therefore, in his ap-
proach of defining Islam and i.rniln Ibn'Abd al-'$ilahhAb provided
insufficient rational arguments quoting solely from the texts of the
Qur'Xn and hadith in support of the themes that he proposed. This
textual based redefinition of Islam and tmin has led some scholars to
consider VahhXbism as lacking in intellectual depth.
The redefining of Islam and tmAn was also attempted by the Indo-
nesian reformi$s, this in response to the incursion of local traditions
into Islamic religious practices and the questions raised by secularist
thinkers as to thd"relevance of reiigion in the modern era A. Hassan
is one of those who were involved in the re-examination of religious
doctrines and beliefs. In his book At-Taubied, he explains his belief in
God and man's relationship with the Divine. He also refutes therein
the Christian concept of the Trinity, the worship of saints and cer-
tain animistic practices prevalent in Java. In An-Nubuuuah, Hassan
outlines his concept of prophethood to demonstrate to the secular
nationalists and the Christians that Islam was progressive and in con-
formity with scientific thought. Islarn dan Kebangsaaie (Islam and
Nationhood) is another of his works in which he explains his view of
man's obligation towards God and his fellow men and demonstrates
to Muslims the proper role of Islam in public life.tle
Chalil's discussion of Islam and trnin was also motivated by con-
sideration similar to those preoccupying his fellow reformists. He
believed that Islam and imAn had been greatiy misunderstood, since
people did not define them in light of the prescriptions of the Qur'ln
and Sunnah. Consequently, he argued, many of those who professed
Islam were misled by a wrong understanding of the fundamental po-
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sitions and the theological tenets of their own religion.u0 Chalil found,
for example, that people did not know the distinctionbetween dtn
and agama (the Indonesian word for religion).'t It is his views that
the word dgdmd implies the divine concept as it is formulated within
the Hindu and Buddhist traditions. In its technical sense, he explains,
agdma indicates the concept of belief in a supernatural power, rhe
spirits of one's ancestors, idois and gods.12 This concept of belief is,
thus, in direct opposition to the very foundation of divine unity in
Islam. By juxtaposing the rwo terms dtn and agdma. Chalil wants to
attribute the concept of. agarna to pre-Islamic religions and dtn ro rhe
religion of Islam alone. At the same time he correcrs those who traced
the derivation of the word agama to an Arabic roor.12l
In defining the word din, Chalil resorts to its various meanings as
found in the Qur'An which he estimates to be about ten in number.
In his analysis, Chalil maintains that the word din mosrly refers ro
the idea of judgment, obedience and regulation, which were
promulgated through divine revelation (shari'ah).r2+ He then goes on
to quote in particular the Qur'Xnic verse: 'inna al-dtn 'inda Allih al-
IslLm (the religion before God is klam) and analyzes the technical
meaning of the word dtn in the verse quoted above as interpreted by
several commentators.lr In his analysis, Chalil points our rhar rhe
commentators elucidated the expression dinto mean al-millah and al-
shari'ah. He explained that 'Abduh, for example, said that dtn was
called al-millah because the word dtn demanded the enforcemenr
(taklifl of its regulations, and al-shart'ah because it had a system of
regulations (audi)J26In this regard, Chalil affirms, the word dtnin
the verse quoted should be equated with Islam, since the latter is
often defined as a system of regulatio ns (awdi') which are deemed
necessary to be enforced (akffi.rr
Chalil's interpretation of the word dtn, which for him meant Is-
lam, merits discussion. He held that the Qur'in used the word dinto
identify all religions, yet the religion that was revealed to all Proph-
ets was Islam.128 To support his opinion, Chalil quores rhree verses
declaring that the al-dtn al-haq (Religion of Truth) is Islam. As such
according to Chalil's view, Islam was nor one religion among orhers,
but the only one revealed from Nuh to Muhammad and that other
religions could be referred to as dtn only in so far as rhey conformed to
hlam.lp Thus, according to Chalil, Islam alone was the al4in-al-haq,
because each time the expression al-dtn al-baq appears in the Qur'Xn, it
is to confirm that Islam has primacy over all domains of religion.ls
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The idea of al-dtn al-haq was ofren identified with the process ot
its transmission. Muslim writers usually claimed that Islam was the
only religion which had been passed down from messengers to suc-
ceeding generations through chains of reliable transmitters. It was
due to the merit of its full transmission that Islam deserved the name
of. al-dtn-al-hoq."' The historical clarity of Islam was, however' not a
factor mentioned by Chaiil, who chooses to speak of Islam's authen-
ticity instead. He emphasizes the latter because he regards it as the
main factor behind Islam's survival and resistance againsr human
interpretation. FIe, therefore, explains that the oPposite of. al-dtn-al-
haq is al-dtn al-mubaddal (a corrupt of the religion) like that of the
Uiltst (Zoroastrian), the Sabi'iln (Sabians), rhe Ahl al-KitAb (People
of the Book) and the lYarhilniykn (Idolaters).132 Chalil associates the
notion of al-dtn-al-baqwirh certain characteristics, among them the
quality of being moderate, a characterisric nor shared by the Ahl al-
KitAb,who, according Chalil, w.ere exaggerated in their religious prac-
tices. It is due to its simplicity and avoidance of excess that Islam may
be distinguished from the other religions.133
Chalii goes on ro say that this characrer can only be maintained
by ensuring that its principles not be corrupred by its religious lead-
ers (rijkt at-dtn).It was due to the modificarions, changes and addi-
tions imposed by their religious leader, Chalil argues' that Judaism
and christianity lost their originality.ls This point leads him into a
discussion of how the al-dtn al-qa1rytm (The Immutable Religion) or
dtn hantf (The faith of Ibrlhim).1r5 According to Chalil, the concept
o{ dtnan bantfan goes back ro rhe original concepr of monotheistic
religion as voiced by Ibrlhim. The iatter had called for a religion that
was unspoiled by deception and falsehood. It is, rherefore, with this
dtnan b)ntfan, a pure monotheistic religion, that the concept of al
din al-haq may also be identified.136
Chalil then moves on to a discussion of the word Islim. FIe con-
siders how the word Islam is used in the Qur'an and discovers eight
different senses which he divides into three categories of meaning,
namely rhe connecrion berween dtn and IslAm,the interior quality of
Islam and conversion to Islam.13l Chalil further explains the word
Islam by quoting the opinions of some Qur'Xnic commentators' He
was keenly attentive to the interpretation of 'Abduh who identified
the word islam with the concept of aLtauhfd (divine unity), 'Abduh
believed, according to Chalil, that Islam was revealed to purify the
human heart and mind from belief in superstirions, so rhat man rnay
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be totally free and dependent only on God.138 According to 'Abduh,
a true Muslim was a person who purified himself from the "filth of
polytheism" (*in shauA'ib al-shirk) and whose acrs were a reflection
of genuine fakh (al-tmLn) in any place and rime.13e Chalil further
explains that emphasizing the purity of one's heart and conducr from
sbirh is central in defining Islam, since all rulings prescribed in the
sbart'ah are intended to secure tawhid from anything that could rar-
nish it.1€ Indeed, Chalil concludes that Islam cannor be isolated from
the concept of authid QmAn), since the rwo words, Islilm and tmAn,
are terms frequently used inseparably in the Qur'An.1a1
Chalil takes up the discussion of the concepr of. tmin by tracing
its meaning in the vocabulary of the Qur'ln and by relying on rhe
two Qur'Xnic verses that employ the word imin in the sense of be-
lief.142 He also employs definitions provided by the hadtth, ithAr and
the jurists, all of which suggest, according to Chalil, that tmhn con-
sists of assertion by tongu e (qaul), internal judgemenr by heart Qasdtq)
and affirmation by deeds (a'mAl). Thus, Chalil insists rhar true imin
is not only witnessed by words (shdhAdah bi al-lisin), but must be
made alive by adherence of the heart (ahd bi al-qalb) and proved by
works (a'mil bi al-arkin). These three elements of the act of Iman
were extracted from various sources, one from 'Ali ibn Abi Telib
who is quoted as having said: "Belief in God is asserrion by tongue,
confirmation by heart and good works," anorher, which sounds
very similar, cited by Chalil from 'A'ishah and the final one attrib-
uted to the Prophet who said that "lmin is not merely an adoration
of God, but acceptance in one's mind and implemenration of one's
duites.'1aJ
Chalil then expands this definition of. tmin by adding whar was
mentioned in the Sunnah about it, regarding this as an important
element. In doing so, he cites the opinion of al-Awza'i who insisted
that true lmin could be judged by the conformity of one's acts with
the sunnah of the Prophet.14 This was in line with the Hanbali opin-
ion which suggested that tmAn consists of words, works, the righr
intention ("iWob) and attachmenr ro the Sunnah. This asserrion was
also supported by some hadith scholars who, according to Chalil,
did not accepr tmAn,unless it denoted one's adherence ro lll religious
orders and avoidance of all the prohibitions (ma'siyahs) that He had
laid down in the message expounded in Muhammad's Sunnah.la5
Lastly, Chalil menrions the opinion of Sahl al-TustXri, who had
held that attachment to the sunnah was an important component of
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imhn. Making pious statements without good deeds, al-Tustiri ar-
gued, was infidelity (kuh, while assertion by the tongue with no
internal affirmation was hypocrisy (nift.q) and acceptance by the heart
without following the Sunnah of the Prophet was heresy (bid'dh).t4u
Chalil does not mention any opinion which considers the imple-
mentation of.tmin in overt acts as a secondary element. Such an opin-
ion was not rare among the theologians, particularly those who be-
longed to the Mituridi school of theology. Even if Chalil was not
familiar with theological principles advocated by the Mlturidis, he
might have become so through some Ash'lris whose opinions re-
ceived an acceptance in Indonesia. The latter stressed the importance
of conviction or internal judgment, saying that a tasdiq in God is an
internal judgment of truthfulness, which denotes obedience to God.
As such, it does not forcefully require the performance of duties.lal
Does fmin increase and decrease? In the Qur'ln the increase of
imhn is frequently mentioned. The Qur'in in surah Ali 'Imrin, 173,
for example, states. "Those to whom people said, People have gath-
ered against you, so fear them, this increase their faith and they said.
Sufficient is God for us. For He is the best Guardian."1a8 And again in
surah al-Fath, the Qur'An mentions the possibility of the increase of
tmin by saying, it is He who sent tranquility into the hearts of the
believers that they may add faith to their faith.lae On this matter,
Chalil was in accordance with the opinion of Ab0 'Abd Allih al-
IsfahXni, who did not comment on the question of whether the act of
imin can increase and decrease. Nevertheless, on the question of
whether imin remains valid when one does not practice what he
believes in, al-IsfahAni affirmed that in such an instance tmhnwould
be lost accordingly. In Supporting his argument, al-Isfahlni quoted a
hadith which affirmed that "An adulterer while committing an act of
adultery was not a believer (mu'min)".rn
Chalil supported al-Isfahini's analysis that an act of disobedience
could cause the loss of. tmin, saying that lmin lay strictly in the ex-
ternal expressions without which it would be lost.1s1 By saying so,
Chalil did not see that while acts of disobedience certainly diminish
imhn, tmAn itself, nonetheless, essentially remains. The implication
of this is that he did not perceive imhn as susceptible to growth and
decrease. Such a view was in contradiction with the doctrine of al-
Ash'Xii, who believed that tmhn could both develop and diminish, a
view that generally guides the theological approach of Muslims in
Indonesia.ls2 Rather, his opinion was closer to that of Ab0 Hanifah,
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who held rhat tmin would neither increase nor decrease. This was
despite the fact that Ab0 Hanifah did not include acrions in his con-
ception of. imAn, as Chalil had done.153 The fact that Chalil held that
imdn was concomitant with the performance of ail rites and duties
was intended to challenge those who accepted Islam oniy as an offi-
cial religion. This is particularly relevant in the Indonesian conrext,
where a substantial number of Indonesians were Muslims by confes-
sion, but in fact rejected most religious rituals and obligations.l5a
Chalil's opinion was also in conformity with the "doctrine" of the
reformists, who desired to translate belief into works and acts. They
condemned the traditionalists, who sometimes laid more weight on
verbal confessions and iess on acrs. A case in point is the tradi-
tionalist literal translation of a hadhh which stares rhar whoever
pronounces rhe kaltmah tayytbab ([two] senrence [s] of witness)
on his deathbed will enter heaven without judgment (bi ghayr hui.b).
The reformists, on the other hand, did not accepr such a verbal meta-
physical confession and required real acrions instead. This was so,
because the reformists always persisted in their belief in human re-
sponsibiliry and, therefore, only accepted human acrs as proof of what
men confessed.
The essential theological question on which the schools of. kalhm
were divided was that of the distinction or non distinction between
Islam and tmiln.In rhe Qur'ln, rhe rerms Islam and tmdn are some-
times used interchangeably, since "Muslim and mu'min constitute
the body of those who escape from hell by embracing Islam."155 This
statement, however, is not absolute, since in some instances the
Qur'lnic usage seems to suggest that the two held different connora-
tions.ls Also, one hadtth srares thar there was a difference between Is-
lamandimAn.r5T imkn,which also expreses itself in the performance of
rites and duties, lies deeper than Islam, just as the roots of the tree lie
beneath the earth. This difference is briefly explained by a tradition in
which the Prophet is quoted as having said : "Islam is external, imAn
beiongs to the hearr". Thereupon he pluhammad) pointed to his own
hean three times saying : "The fear of God is here". The HanXfites af-
firmed this distinction berween hlam and tmin.They assume thattmhn
and Isiam signify rwo different meanings: the former belief in God and
His Apostle and the latter denoting submission rherero.158
Chalil's stand differed from that of rhe HanAfires is that he sees
irnAn and klam as an inseparable entity. His view was based on al-
Ghazili's interpretations of the terms Islam and imAn. Al-Ghazili
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said that the two sometimes make up different sets of acts, which he
called ikhtilhf (difference). \7hile Islam is a submision by acrion,tmAn
is an affirmation by the heart, each has its own norms and does not
interact with the other. At that time, however,Islam andtmd.nwere
seen as intertwining in meaning, which al-Ghazili referred r.o asuraduf
(synonymity). Islam and tmAn, thus, compose two inseparable enti-
ties, since the outer expression (Islam) must be generated from the
inner affirmation (imiln). Islam exists because o{ tmiln and imAn be-
cause of Islam: Nevertheless, on still other occasions the link berween
the two is not synonymous, but rather accidental, which al-GhazAli
calls tadikbul (inrenention). In such instances, Islam indicates both
inward and outward submission, while tmAn subsists as one compo-
nent of Islam only.15e In his analysis of al-GhazAli's approach to the
issue, Chalil support the second meaning, as proved by his quotation
of a number of opinions that were similar to this meaning as given by
al-Ghazlli.l@
irnin^through taqttd (unreasoning imitation) was condemned by
Chalil. Imhn, according to him, must be based on an intelligent ac-
ceptance, the absence of which rendered the acquisition of tmAn in-
valid. In order to be fully convinced of their imkn,Muslims shouid
investigate the signs of the universe and the indication of events that
reflect divine existence.161 Chalil supports this statement with a num-
ber of traditions that reported the prophet as having said that: "Rea-
son is man's custodian (qiuAm al-mar) and religion is only for man
with the [sound] reason.162 In another instance, he select a hadith
which enjoins people to seek logical proofs on matters of. tmhn:"Oh
men, search for evidence (a'qili) of your God and urge one another
with your reason (bi al-'aqfi, so that you know what is enjoined and
forbidden, because that is the only way to save you on the Day of
Judgment". Chalil also advances a hadith which associates reason with
the level of imin, as seen in a hadith which reads: "Don't be impressed
by a man's tman, until you know how his intellect perceives (things)
@A dhA'aqada'aqluh).16
Chalil's argument was in line with that of other reformists who
condemned uncritical acceptance of. tmdn. They were opposed to
blind submission to tmi.n on the grounds that reason is capable of
having a comprehensive knowledge of God. For them, reason has to
seek the Creator of this world through His signs, irrespective of the
level of reason. According to them, Muslims must shun submission
to conjecture and not be content with mere imitation, since a belief
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that is not supported by proofs and reason will inevitably hamper
the progress of their intellectual faculties.ls
The view that i.mi.n requires demonstrative reasoning was a classi-
cal argument. It became an essential principle in scholastic theology
(kalAm). Vhich was built on rational demonstration and relied only
occasionally on dogmatic traditions. It is well known that the method
of kalAm rested on advancing rational arguments (daltl 'aqlfl first,
before establishing doctrinal arguments (daltl naaQ. Imin as defined
by Chalil above cannot, therefore, be seen as a reformist definition,
but rather as a restatement of the old theological formula dressed up
to fit his reformist campaign against tdqltd and traditions. It should
also be noted that the traditionalists, who were regarded as ardent
practicers of. aqlid, also required logical proofs with respect to mat-
ters of tmhn. Machfudz Shiddiq, the chairman of the Central Execu-
tive (Tanfidhiyah) Board of the Nahdlatul tllama,16 explains that
since Imln is the foundation of religion (usttl al-dtn), rational argu-
ments are, therefore, of unquestioned necessity. He believes that such
requirements are not hard to fulfill even on the part of the least
talented man, since logical proofs based on sensible phenomena are
in abundance.16 Unlike Chalil who refers to the Qur'in and hadith
only, Shiddiq, in giving his definition, refers to al-Luma', a text writ-
ten by a Shafi'ite scholar. Despite their different methods in deduc-
ing the definition of tmhn, both reformists and traditionalists came
to the same conclusion, i.e. that reason is of prime importance in
developing a sense of.lmdn, even for those who are not trained at all
in reasoning, logical proofs or the art of dialectics. This is so because
the common people are still capable of reaching logical conclusions
through dalil ijmilt (inconclusive argument. 16l
What differentiated the'reformists and traditionalists on the issue
of imAn was the fact that while the former confined themselves to its
cognitive message, the latter went beyond that message by giving to
the principle of. imAn an emotional dimension. This dimension may
be seen in the didactical poems (manzttmahs) which were introduced
by the traditionalists to disseminate love and appreciation of their
religion in the heart of the reciter. There are a number of manzttmahs
that sing of God's omnipotence, names and attributes and of the
Prophet's exemplary conduct expressed in theological terms.ld The
rnanzfimah which is composed in a metrical rhyme-scheme, aims at
arousing the emotion of its reciter and at heightening his religious
feeling. The intensity of the reciter's emotion was expected to in-
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crease the psychological elemenr in his faith, so rhar the emotional
aspect was maintained. Needless to say, the Indonesian reformists
rejected the recitation of. manzitmahs, an example of this being the
Persis attack on the tradirion of chanting a pirticular rnanzimah
prior to the Subh prayer.r6e
chalil's perspective on uqltd in tmin led him to believe that its
practice had prevailed long before the coming of Islam among the
followers of previous religions. He declares thal this pracrice did not
die away and that a theological revision should be consiantly undertak-
en in order to correct the situation. He affirms that the practice of
aqltdin based on the belief that the acceptance of imAniniheeyes of
God is dependent on following a religious leader (ketua agama) or a
holy man (orangsuci). He stares that holy men have .r."f,d the no-
tion that ordinary men lack the power to present their own prayers
to God and thar in order to obtain forgiveness they must depeni on
the mediation of holy men. Chalil accuses those who wield religious
authority of treating others like babies (bob),since the basic rig-hr of
ordinary men ro exercise rheir own rationai power is taken over by
their so-called superiors.lTo
- 
chalil's approach in linking the practice of uqltdtothe followers
of pre Islamic religions coincides with that or it-ntgheni, who as-
serted that in Christianity men are treated differently according to
religious hierarchy and race. Al-AfghAni also said rhat only the priests
are given control over the acceptance of belief and the forgiveness of
sins. other men, even.if theywere to achieve a high degreJof perfec-
tion, would not be allowed ro presenr their own sinslefore the di-
vine treshold and to seek forgiveness.lzl Al-Afghxni's criticism of chris-
tian dogma ultimately sought to affirm thatllam, unlike christian-
ity or other faiths, was rhe only religion that removed class distinc-
tions and that, indeed, if there wers any distinctions in Islam rhey
were based glly on intellectual and spiritual perfecrion.lz2 However,
unlike al-Afghini, chalil's atrack on aqltdwas an acr of revision not
affirmation, since it was aimed at redressin grhe imAnof his criticism
of the practice of. uqltd, 'Abduh wanted ro fr.. his fellow Muslims
from the shackles of aqltdthat they had imposed upon themselves
due to their belief in the authority of religiols leadeiship (suhah al-
dtniyah).v3
. 
Alth_ough chalil gives reason very high rank with regards to tmAn,
he is still traditional in his views that iiis revelation ,id not reason
that made the knowledge of God obligarory, as can be seen in the
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extensive textual citations that he advances. He certainly does not
dare to deny or even question the role of revelation or to consider
reason as self sufficient in guiding the human mind towards knowl-
edge of God. It is true that reason can attain knowledge of God's
existence, but it is revelation that commands reason to explore the
signs of God's creation.174 In this regard, he does not break away
from the theological paradigm laid down by the early theologians.
The fact that his support and that of his reformist counterparts for
the possibility that God's existence might be known through investi-
gation *struck" a chord in Indonesian society, does not necessarily
mean that they were offering a concept in any way different from
that ofthe early theologians.
Chalil believed that releasing human reason from the bondage of
taqlidhadfar-reaching implications for the status of rational thought,
science and human obligations in Islam. Islam, he affirms, is a pure
religion (agama fitrah) which does not hamper progress but rather
condemns the intellectual stagnation that has arisen as result of. a4ltd.
It greatly encourages its followers to broaden their intellectual vi-
sion, in as much as the Qur'An repeatedly orders them to use their
reason and intelligence in understanding the mystery of creation. Not
only is the exercise of reason in Islam intended to consolidate belief
in God's existence, but it is also of use in analyzing factors that are
conductive to material strength and progress. He further explains
that it is on man's power (reason) and not that of any religious au-
thority that achieving progress in his life depends, as implicitly stated
by the Prophet.lz5
In Chalil's eyes, every human being is created with a desire for
perfection which is expressed in his relentless efforts to pursue that
perfection (mencari kesempurnaan) in his life. Thus, it is only through
the maximum exercise of human reason that progress and perfection
can be obtained. Referring to a Qur'Xnic injunction Chalil argues
that God created the whole universe to provide man with the re-
sources necessary for his daily requirements and welfare .rT6Logically,
he states, God has also obliged human beings to explore and main-
tain what has been created for them on earth.L77 In order to accom-
plish the duty of exploiting the wealth of the earth and of maintain-
ing it, science has to be developed and studied. The Qur'ln itself
even declares, Chalil explains, that since God endowed human beings
with a little knowledge, so man is recommended to pray for the in-
crease of the knowledge. Therefore, in Islam the possessors of knowl-
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edge are favored with a prominent place and are distinguished as a
special class. This means, Chalil further states, that worldly progress
which can only develop in a climate of freedom of thought and scien-
tific advances has a sound basis in Islam.178
In Chalil's view, Islam is an all-embracing religion that encom-
passes both spiritual and material matters. It regulates all kinds of
mundane activities, such as transactions, commercial enterprises (zrzzs-
an symikat), agriculture, trade and others.lTe He challenges the tradi-
tional image of austere Islam, stating that Islam is not a religion for
those who flee from worldly pursuits. Islam, he explains, is more
than merely an institution that seeks spiritual enjoyment through
&,u dhikir (repetition of God's names through certain f.ormulas), salah,
etc.1e Again, Chalil cautions his co-religionists that earthly progress
should be pursued through their own endeavors and not through
imitation (taqlid) of the previous generations, whose glory and achieve-
ments were appropriate only to their own time and place. He sup-
ports this assessment with the Qur'Xnic injunction stating "That was
a people that has passed 
^way. 
They shall reap the fruit of what they
did and you of what you do of their merits is no question in your
caseo.181
In connection with the role of reason, Chalil condemns miscon-
ceptions regarding ikhtiyir (effon). He affirms that all the miseries
and misfortunes inflicted upon Muslims are the outcome of their own
deeds. His opinion on ikhtiyir should be connected with his concept
of. doa (prayer), since both point to his views on the dynamism and
work ethos prescribed by Islam. In elaborating on the meaning of
ikhtiyhr, Chalil cites a Qur'Xnic injunction that was popular with the
reformists: "Verily God will not change the state of people until they
change their own state".182 According to Chalil's opinions, Muslim
often fail to interpret correctly the concept of ikhttyilr. Ikbtiyir, he
states, should be understood as essential in life, for without it every-
thing would come to a standstill and progress would never be real-
ized. \ilhat one usually fails to understand, in his view, is the fact
that in the operation of ikhtiAr, reason ('oqD it a determining factor,
since it is reason alone that controls the person who exercises the
ikhtiyir. Furthermore, Chalil states that ikhtiyir consists of two com-
ponents, one being the outer and the other the inner element. The
latter, to which reason belongs, should be elevated to a position su-
perior to that of the former, due to its capacity to distinguish be-
tween right and wrong, a capacity which directs the outer compo-
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nent on the road to success. Chalil further states that change in man
must come about through his own reason and it is up to every indi-
vidual to view himself critically, for he cannot blame anyone other
than himself for his failure.183 As such, Chalil's concePt of ikhtiyAr
aims at promoting the idea of "change through reason and action"
which constitutes a prerequisite to human progress.
Pursuing worldly progress was an important issue in the reform-
ist tradition. It was out of confidence in the ability of man to realize
his ends through struggle and effort that Chalil attacked the practice
of. zuhd (abstinence).18a Chalil states that zuhd was commonly
misunderstood as abstinence from worldly things and detachment
from all that God has created. In adopting this practice, he argues,
Muslims become apathetic in the pursuit of worldly progress and
inevitably leave many fields unattendedls Zuhd in its true meaning,
Chalil further remarks, seeks to place all material accomplishments
within the framework of divine grace. He consolidates his opinion
by quoting a hadtth which states: "Zuhd is not to declare lawful what
is forbidden and not to neglect material pursuit, but zuhd is that you
do not regard wealth in your hands superior to God's power". In
f.act, zuhd, Chalil states, is not an abandonment, but a search for and
pursuit of material achievements, as'Ali ibn Tllib has said: 'Whoever
strives in the world with the intentions of seeking it for God's sake is
exercising the practice of. zuhf .1% Material gain itself therefore, is
not condemned, but is prescribed by textual injunctions. Vhat is
condemned by Islam, Chalil confirms, is the accumulation of wealth
which denies a share to others, or excessive attachment to worldly
comforts and pleasures that divert one's attention from God.lr
As was the case with other reformists, Chalil's attitude towards
Sufism was hostile. He denounced the tartqah (sufi order) as having
no religious basis whatsoever in Islam. All the major tariqahs,such as
the QAdiriyyah, the Naqshbandiyryah, the Dasrikiyyah, the Shldhi-
liyyah, the Tijlniyyah and others, he states, came into being in the
fifth and sixth centuries of the Hijrah long after the Islamic era par
excellence. He points out that the advent of the lariqah coincided
with the "golden age of Islam", when the faithful had lost their grip
on the pristine teachings of Islam, the Qur'in and Sunnah. What the
tariqah introduced, such as dhikr and other sufi formulas, were ritual
innovations (bid'ah), according to Chalil, which were performed nei-
ther by the Prophet nor by his sahhbah (companions) nor even by
his tabi'il.n (the foilowing generation).ot ln his reflections on the emer-
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gence of the lartqah: Chalil isolates rhe tartqah from the conrexr of irs
gradual development. He does not view it as a crystallization of spiri-
tual tendencies rooted in ascetic pracrices apparenr in early Islam.
Ascetism emerged in response ro rhe change in the economic circum-
stances during the Umayyah period, when there was an influx of
wealth from the conquered lands. Chalil's view that the prime mover
of lartqah was man's inability to cope with the pr.rrri. of worldly
life, the Qur'ln itself speaks of the relationship of individuals to God
in an intense and passionare way, which is conducive ro the birth of
mystical experience.lP As for his attack on rhe pracrice'of dhikr Chalil
does not discuss the Qur'Anic text which, indeed enjoins on every
Muslim the practice of recollecting God, a pracrice which was rrans-
lated into tradition of dhikr by the sufis.1rc
It is due to the reformists attack on Sufism as a deviation from the
practice of the Prophet and the sakf thar conrroversy over the laiqdhs
arose. Citing Ibnu Khaldun's opinion on Sufism, Sirradjuddin Abbas,
a leading traditionalist scholar, challenged rhis notion saying that
sufism was historically rooted in the religious pracrices on the sahibah
and the salaf.The pracrice was letter shaped into an established form
in the second and the third centuries of hijrah in response ro rhe
society's increased apperire for worldly life.1e1 Yer, Abbas did not
discuss the central issue raised by Chalii concerning the absolute obe-
dience of a murid (disciple) to his shaykh's (master), which was parr
and parcel of the basic rules of sufi life.1e2 The shaykh absolute author-
ity over his disciples could prove very dangerous due to possible mis-
use.1e3 It was on the issue of the murtd-shaykb relationship that a bit-
ter conflict between the reformists and the traditionalists broke our
in'!flest Sumatera in the early twentieth century, signaling the begin-
ning of a more intensive reform movement in Indonesia.lq
Conclusion
Chalil's discussion of. dtn affirmed that Islam was nor one religion
among others, but the one and only dtn revealed throughout the
chain of prophethood extending from Nuh to Muhammad. The con-
cept of dtn in Muhammad should nor be confused with other belief
systems, which may be described by other terms, such as agama or
the like. The disconnection of. dtn from non-Islamic elements was an
initial step for Chalil in his artempr at purifying the faith, before
building a fresh understanding of Islam andtrnAn and making further
endeavors to purify Islam of other non-Islamic elements. Islam should
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be defined in reference to the concept of. tawthtd, he advocated, which
constitutes the core of the system of belief in Islam. Apart from that
Islam is not only a complete submission to God, but also a compre-
hensive system of living. The division of life into sacred and profane
is dedicated to God and nothing that is so dedicated can be profane.
This is particularly true, since Islam, according to Chalil, obliges its
followers to be active players in secular life. Since Islam is an all em-
bracing religion, it is impossible to deny that Islam is a true guide for
human life, if correctly defined and understood.
Chalil was an advocate of the purity of. tminz which alone vali-
dates the whole fabric of religious life. For him, true tmin means its
confession by the tongue and its expression by acts. It is only by
saying and acting that man can find a true basis for his relationship
with God. As tmiln is the essence of the spiritual message of Islam,
the meaningi{ tmAn must be correctly understood. Anything that
can distort the right conception of" tmiln should be eliminated, so
that tmAn will always be prosperous and pure. imAn was considered
by Chalii as the first thing inscribed in human minds. If one's mind
were to become idie and adulterated, it would no longer be possible
to distinguish between good and evil, and adversity and misfortune
would then overtake one from ail sides.
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